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Product Code

F07287

COLOUR MDS DIRECT CITY
PANEL

Reference

7287

EAN

8424299072876

Description.

Description

Installed in the accesses to the building, they enable communication with homes, door opening, guard unit call , etc.
Incorporates COLOUR camera with built-in lighting and pan&tilt regulation system to adjust the camera lens.

New Cityline Panel:
CityLine is the "continuous profile" outdoor panel line for buildings.

This new panel model is more robust, more luxurious and higher design and functional quality. The new design, in its video entry
version, includes audio and video functions in the same module.
Colour aluminium
Dialling keypad.
MDS Direct system: Simplified BUS installation digital audio and video door entry system that lets you manage large buildings and
average sized residential complexes.
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Recommended for.
- Individual buildings:
Up to 99 homes and 5 accesses (between audio and video panels) and 1 central guard unit.
Up to 99 homes and 9 accesses (between audio and video panels) if there is no central guard unit.
- In residential complexes:
• MDS Direct interior block combined with MDS Digital or Direct general entrances: Up to 99 interior blocks of 99 homes with a
maximum of 9 accesses per block.
• MDS Direct MDS City or ADS interior block combined with MDS Direct general entrances: Up to 5 general entrances and 1 central
guard unit or 9 general entrances without guard unit.
No Central Guard Unit required. Includes access control by keypad.

MDS systems require floor Decoders to connect the homes to the installation BUS and act as insulators. Home-panel
communication is private.

Wiring:
- Audio: 6-wire bus.
- Video: audio bus + Coaxial (video) + 2 power supply wires.
Maximum distance in the installation depending on the cable section used (see technical manuals).

Technical Details

Two-way volume control
Operating temperature: -10 to 60 ºC

Details.

Weight (kg)

1.112754

Packaging measurements

(height x width x depth) cm

6,9x20x36,2

Video Door Entry system

Technologie

MDS

Manuals

97685Ab PLACA CYTY MDS DIRECT REF 7286-7287
V11_13.pdf

97685Eb PLACA CYTY MDS DIRECT REF 7286-7287
V11_13.pdf

97685Fb PLACA CYTY MDS DIRECT REF 7286-7287
V11_13.pdf

97685Ib PLACA CYTY MDS DIRECT REF 7286-7287
V11_13.pdf

https://docs.fermax.com/manuales/97685Ab%20PLACA%20CYTY%20MDS%20DIRECT%20REF%207286-7287%20V11_13.pdf
https://docs.fermax.com/manuales/97685Ab%20PLACA%20CYTY%20MDS%20DIRECT%20REF%207286-7287%20V11_13.pdf
https://docs.fermax.com/manuales/97685Eb%20PLACA%20CYTY%20MDS%20DIRECT%20REF%207286-7287%20V11_13.pdf
https://docs.fermax.com/manuales/97685Eb%20PLACA%20CYTY%20MDS%20DIRECT%20REF%207286-7287%20V11_13.pdf
https://docs.fermax.com/manuales/97685Fb%20PLACA%20CYTY%20MDS%20DIRECT%20REF%207286-7287%20V11_13.pdf
https://docs.fermax.com/manuales/97685Fb%20PLACA%20CYTY%20MDS%20DIRECT%20REF%207286-7287%20V11_13.pdf
https://docs.fermax.com/manuales/97685Ib%20PLACA%20CYTY%20MDS%20DIRECT%20REF%207286-7287%20V11_13.pdf
https://docs.fermax.com/manuales/97685Ib%20PLACA%20CYTY%20MDS%20DIRECT%20REF%207286-7287%20V11_13.pdf
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Declaration of conformity

DOCF07287EN.pdf

http://d7rh5s3nxmpy4.cloudfront.net/CMP2008/files/12/DOCF07287EN.pdf

